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Full Title of Proposal:

Walking in the Cloud – Exploring new worlds from a VLE perspective

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Conference Theme: From the list below of conference challenges, choose up to three which best suit your submission.

1.	Research and rigour – creating, marshalling and making effective use of evidence
2.	Making things happen – systematic design, planning, and implementation
3.	Broad tents and strange bedfellows – collaborating, scavenging and sharing to increase value
4.	At the sharp end – enabling organisations and their managers to solve business, pedagogic and technical challenges
5.	Teachers of the future – understanding and influencing the future role and practices of teachers
6.	Preparing for a thaw – looking ahead to a time beyond the disruptive discontinuities of the next few years
Theme 1: Making things happen

Theme 2: Preparing for a thaw

Theme 3: Teachers of the future

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Preferred Session Type:

- Demonstration (30 mins)

- Proceedings paper (20 mins + 10 mins discussion) 

- Short Presentation (ePoster)

- Short paper (12 mins + 8 mins discussion)

- Symposium (60 mins or occasionally 80 mins)

- Workshop (60 mins)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Intended Audience: who is the main intended audience for this presentation (e.g. practitioners, researchers, managers, policy makers)?  (max 50 words).

Practitioners wishing to embrace cloud technologies alongside their VLEs, Policy Makers/Managers wishing to know more about the legal implications of Web 2.0 and Cloud Computing and what realistic measures should be employed to protect against infringement to copyright, intellectual property, data protection and ownership.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Abstract OR for proceedings paper, presentation overview: 

Enter the body of your abstract (350 words max) or your presentation overview (200 words max). N.B. For presentation overviews for full Proceedings papers (which are not used to judge the suitability of the Proceedings paper that they accompany) please observe a word limit of 200. See Section 8 of the Proceeding Papers Call and Guidelines for more on presentation overviews. For abstracts please take full account of the guidance in section 7 of the Abstract Call and Guidelines


Employing a strategy and implementation process to embrace cloud technologies that complement and enhance the institutional VLE.
Cloud technologies with Web 2.0 engagement offer institutions very attractive and low cost alternatives to expensive VLEs, but do they offer the total solution?
With the help of participants, this workshop explores the implications Web 2.0 technologies have when hosted externally by cloud services such as Blogger, WordPress, Google Apps, FaceBook, Flicka, YouTube, Vimeo to name a few. These services have the potential to provide extremely attractive and powerful online spaces for multiple uses such as informal learning, collaboration and professional identities/portfolios but in what legal capacity can institutions promote such technologies? 
The workshop will draw on guidance and policies from Educause, University of Bath, IBM and JISC as well as a particular emphasis in the arts, drawing on policies employed by the University for the Creative Arts.
In two sets of breakout groups (students/instructors) workshop participants will explore how these cloud technologies are being used in a learning context and what the implications may be to the inherent legalities with copyright, intellectual property, data protection and ownership; as well as the possible damage and litigation to the institution if due care to avoid the above has not been taken.
Workshop participants will share their findings from the first round and then breakout to discuss avoidance techniques to overcome these legal challenges from both a learner’s perspective and institutions, again in separate breakout groups respectively.
The workshop outcome will help institutions have a deeper understanding of cloud technologies from a legal standpoint. Participants should be better informed to make decisions about where specific learning takes place i.e. the cloud or the institution’s VLE. This in turn should give workshop participants greater awareness to the student voice, which states much of learning happens in the cloud (Sharpe et al 2010) and prepares them for this legal challenge. 
This output will be written up and made openly available on the ALT website.




web2.0 cloudServices openSource legal ownership guidelines strategy implementation respondingToChange challengesForTheFuture policy
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
References - For a short paper, Short Presentation (ePoster), symposium, workshop or demonstration:
In this field put any references that you wish to have included with your abstract if it is published. These should be limited to those that really are key to the abstract – ideally two or three and under no circumstances more than six – and must follow the Chicago Author-Date System, as described in the Abstracts Call and Guidelines.  If you are not including any references with your proposal, put “no references included”. For Proceedings Papers simply put "references provided in uploaded full proceedings paper". 
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Anonymised abstract - for a short paper, Short Presentation (ePoster), symposium, workshop or demonstration: 

If the abstract above identifies authors please enter an anonymised version in the text box below. (max 350 words). If no anonymisation is needed, put “no anonymisation needed”. For proceedings papers no anonymised version of your presentation overview is needed. Simply put "proceedings paper – no anonymisation needed". 


Employing a strategy and implementation process to embrace cloud technologies that complement and enhance the institutional VLE.
Cloud technologies with Web 2.0 engagement offer institutions very attractive and low cost alternatives to expensive VLEs, but do they offer the total solution?
With the help of participants, this workshop explores the implications Web 2.0 technologies have when hosted externally by cloud services such as Blogger, WordPress, Google Apps, FaceBook, Flicka, YouTube, Vimeo to name a few. These services have the potential to provide extremely attractive and powerful online spaces for multiple uses such as informal learning, collaboration and professional identities/portfolios but in what legal capacity can institutions promote such technologies? 
The workshop will draw on guidance and policies from Educause, University of Bath, IBM and JISC as well as a particular emphasis in the arts, drawing on policies employed by the University for the Creative Arts.
In two sets of breakout groups (students/instructors) workshop participants will explore how these cloud technologies are being used in a learning context and what the implications may be to the inherent legalities with copyright, intellectual property, data protection and ownership; as well as the possible damage and litigation to the institution if due care to avoid the above has not been taken.
Workshop participants will share their findings from the first round and then breakout to discuss avoidance techniques to overcome these legal challenges from both a learner’s perspective and institutions, again in separate breakout groups respectively.
The workshop outcome will help institutions have a deeper understanding of cloud technologies from a legal standpoint. Participants should be better informed to make decisions about where specific learning takes place i.e. the cloud or the institution’s VLE. This in turn should give workshop participants greater awareness to the student voice, which states much of learning happens in the cloud (Authors) and prepare them for this legal challenge. 
This output will be written up and made openly available on the ALT website.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Anonymised references - for a short paper, Short Presentation (ePoster), symposium, workshop or demonstration:  

If the references above identify the authors in any way, please enter an anonymised version of the references in the text box below. If no anonymisation is needed, put “no anonymisation needed”. If no references were provided put “no references provided”. 
For proceedings papers simply put "reference provided in uploaded full proceedings paper". 


Sharpe, R., Beetham, H. and de Freitas, S. (eds) (2010) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Indicative timings – 60 minutes:
Group 1 – as learners	Define Web 2.0 and Cloud from a learning perspective	10 mins
Group 2 – as practitioners	Define Web 2.0 and Cloud from a learning perspective	
Facilitator disseminates findings (flip chart) & facilitates group discussion	10 mins
Group 1 – as learners	Legal challenges from learner perspectives	10 mins
Group 2 – as practitioners	Legal challenges from institution perspectives	
Facilitator disseminates findings (flip chart) & facilitates group discussion	10 mins
Group 1 – as learners	Avoidance techniques	10 mins
Group 2 – as practitioners	Avoidance techniques	
Facilitator disseminates findings (flip chart) & facilitates group discussion bringing in sector practice	10 mins


